
L-CAP meeting minutes 9/26/2018 
 
Present: Jamie, Angela, DoMonique (minute-taker), Nicole, Jim, Tricia 
*Note: DoMonique had to leave approximately 20 minutes early. 
  

1. Discussion of passing on of new chair 
a. How much work goes into it (doing newsletter, attending EC meetings, etc.), who 

it should be passed to 
b. Discussed having a rotation system involving the Chair and a Vice-Chair, which 

would switch out on the calendar year. So we would decide on the vice-chair 
early in the fall semester. 

c. Jaime has been decided on as chair until December, and then she will step down. 
Tricia will serve as vice-chair starting now, and will be moved to chair in January. 
Discussed terms, and how a term lasts two years, and a member can serve two 
consecutive terms. 

2. Updates from Jake (Jamie) 
Discussion of email and conversation with Jake: 

Per Jake’s Email 09/25/2018: 
• There’s an official request in to EC to approve a new committee for 

promotion review—hopefully find out in next week or so. 
• The AULs/Greg support [Jake] working directly with LCAP to collect 

feedback (including anonymously) and generate recommendations, thus 
helping APs to have a voice in the future changes/improvements 
expected for this program 

• Greg and [Jake] would like to visit an upcoming LCAP meeting to discuss 
the program further, work out some of these details about feedback, etc. 

3 APs to 2 faculty members on committee to advise on promotions. LCAP could 
be official path to bring up questions/gather comments about the promotional 
path. Anonymous online form that is always accessible on our communications 
(updates/newsletters). Member suggested that this form be separate so that the 
process is as simple as possible. Wondering if we will have to use a particular 
form (for branding reasons) or can we use Google forms. 

3. PER Employee Briefing 
4. EC update (October 8) 
5. LCAP goals 
6. Discussion on turning APs into clinical faculty 


